ADVANCED RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

Accessories
and Options

Hand grips

Del Medical–
Delivering Quality Products

Carbon ﬁber tabletop

Lateral cassette holder

Floor-mounted tubestand

Overhead wall Bucky hand grip

to the imaging profession for more than 75 years.
Quality and
cost-effective performance
Consistently ranked high for
exceptional performance, Del Medical
offers uncompromising radiographic
systems that are an excellent
economical alternative for hospitals,
clinics and private practices looking for
ease-of-use, image quality and high
patient throughput.

Future-safe and digital-ready
As the ﬁeld of radiology changes and
advances, count on Del Medical to
respond with technological innovations
that support those advances, and
with systems that operate with a low
life-cycle cost and offer the highest
productivity. Del Medical systems are
“DR- ready,” giving our customers
the option of delivering improved
image quality and workﬂow for a full
range of general radiographic imaging
applications.

Service beyond the sale
Service is never an afterthought with
Del Medical, but an integral part
of the purchasing agreement. Your
investment in Del Medical equipment
is always backed by our company’s
commitment to maintain the equipment
long after installation. Our worldwide
dealer network, expertly trained on our
product lines, provides prompt service
and routine preventive maintenance.

A Durable and Easy-To-Operate Platform
For Your Radiographic Future

Trust the leaders in
radiology solutions
For decades, conventional radiographic
systems have been the mainstay of
diagnostic imaging at virtually every
hospital or medical center. Del Medical
has been a leader in this market for
years — evolving with the changing
needs of the industry, providing
the most technologically advanced
equipment available. Del Medical is
the leader it is today for one simple
reason — our customers recognize
that we deliver the best return on their
investment, system after system.
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The ideal system
for fast, efficient and
operator-friendly workflow.

What do you
need from your
radiographic system?
Whether it’s conventional chest x-ray, trauma imaging
or a variety of other general radiographic studies,
Del Medical’s systems are up to the task. With Del,
you are assured of a radiographic room that perfectly
ﬁts your hospital’s or clinic’s workﬂow and budget.
You will also have the freedom to ‘scale-up’ to new
functionality – Del radiographic systems come fully
upgradable to CR or DR digital imaging.

Designed to accommodate
any study
The OTC3 overhead tube stand
extends the versatility of Del Medical’s
radiographic systems. By providing
greater freedom of movement within
the room, it facilitates examinations
performed on any radiographic study.
Further, the OTC3 has a center
mounted single-handle lock release
that enables the positioning of the
tube assembly for quick positioning
in emergency situations.

Rugged design for
high volume environments
Built to excel in the most demanding
environments and to hospital-quality
duty standards, Del Medical’s EV 650 is
a rugged four-way ﬂoat top elevating
table designed to produce high quality
images with effortless patient transfer
and positioning.

Effortless head-to-toe imaging
Del’s EV 650 four-way ﬂoat top
elevating table provides for smooth,
quick and accurate patient positioning.
The EV 650 takes radiographic
systems to new levels of durability and
safety with its 650 lb (295kg) patient
weight capacity, special high strength
contoured table façade, integral
collision sensors and recessed, slanted
foot treadles that reduce accidental
activation. The EV 650 also incorporates
the largest, quietest and most
powerful elevating assembly in the
industry to insure reliable operation,
and will provide for years of
trouble-free operation.

Del Medical’s OTC3 is designed
for minimum effort and ease of
positioning, as it moves smoothly along
an overhead structure that rides on
special bearing assemblies. To assist
in procedural set up, digital readouts
are provided along with easy-touch
switches. Its unique design reduces
installation time and costs. The OTC3
is available in several conﬁgurations
designed to accommodate your
application requirements.

